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Packt Publishing Limited, United Kingdom, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Extend SQLite with mobile development skills to
build great apps for iOS devices About This Book * Implement Swift code using SQLite statements *
Learn the background to SQL and SQLite for mobile development, its statements, and command
features through practical examples * Extend the standard SQLite functionality and increase your
software creation portfolio Who This Book Is For This book is intended for those who want to learn
about SQLite and how to develop apps in Swift or HTML5 using SQLite. Whether you are an expert
Objective-C programmer or new to this platform, you ll learn quickly, grasping the code in real-
world apps to use Swift. What You Will Learn * Explore Swift s basic language statements * Connect
to SQLite and execute SQL statements * Extend the SQLite language to create your own software
extensions * Use HTML5 with Phonegap on iOS * Set up a Swift project using XCode with SQLite *
Administer SQLite databases in an easy and effective way In Detail The ability to use SQLite with iOS
provides a great opportunity to build amazing apps....
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ReviewsReviews

I just started o  reading this article pdf. Yes, it can be engage in, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. I am e ortlessly can get a satisfaction
of reading a written publication.
-- Peyton Renner IV-- Peyton Renner IV

It is great and fantastic. It can be writter in easy phrases and never hard to understand. You will not really feel monotony at at any time of your respective
time (that's what catalogues are for concerning if you request me).
-- Michel Halvorson-- Michel Halvorson
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